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Web based project management software is not just for managing software based project. it can be
used for variety of other tasks too, The web based software  must provide tools for planning,
organizing and managing resources to achieve project goals and objectives A web based project
management software can be accessed through an intranet or WAN/LAN using a web browser .

You do not have to install any other alternative software n the system. The software can easily be
used with access control features. Mostly companies use project management software for all of
their projects for issue/bug-tracking, calendar, Gantt, charts, email notification and much more. The
open source software is used by some of the biggest research organizations and companiesâ€™
worldwide.

It is important that one should follow certain precautions to keep track of all their projects in one
place and finish them successfully on time. There are much type of softwareâ€™s available like Celoxis
that offers a comprehensive web based project management software along with great integrated
tools to manage resources, collaboration, time sheets, expenses and workflow.

If you have outgrown simple to-do list management tools, Celoxis is for you. Celoxis is a web based
project management software that will always be very prompt with responding to our concerns,
issues and requests. We are also happy to report that many of our reports or enhancement
suggestions have come to fruition in consecutive releases.

There are many methods for Project management solutions; the project management methodology
provides an entire project management solution for projects. Whether you are looking for a
methodology process or template set the methodology will meet your needs.

Regardless of you role this solution will help you deliver projects faster and more easily than before.
AS a project manager, delivering your projects on time and within budget can be enough to keep
anyone awake at nights. To get a head start, you really need to use a project methodology for
delivering projects. That way you never have to start from scratch .this method provides a
repeatable method for managing projects. It gives you all of the processes, templates and practical
examples you need, to get a head start.

This methodology will help you by giving you a roadmap for delivering your project successfully
,explaining how to complete every step along the way, providing you with the tools needed to
complete each step offering hints and tips that provide you with guidance and also including
templates and forms to save you time and effort.

Not only that but it will also help you to initiate projects by completing business cases, feasibility
studies, terms of references , appointing teams and setting up project Offices. Plan projects by
creating project plans, resources plans, financial plans, quality plans, risk plans and
communications plans and also execute project undertaking. Project management solutions also
lowers project cause improves quality, minimizes scope creep, and enforces change control.
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